DATE: July 13, 1987

SURVEY FOR: Sam & Connie Start
            Lakeview, Oregon

SURVEY BY: Anderson Engineering and Surveying
            P.O. Box 28
            18 South G Street Room 207
            Lakeview, Oregon 97630  (503) 947-4407

LOCATION OF SURVEY: SW 1/4,NW 1/4, Section 5, Township 40 South
            Range 18 East, Willamette Meridian
            Lake County, Oregon

PURPOSE OF SURVEY: Section 5 had been subdivided by Record
            Surveys 224 and 3002 prior to this survey. Discrepancies between
            these two surveys are apparent on the plats. Therefore
            verification of existing monuments was necessary as well as
            establish corner positions not set or noted on the prior two
            surveys.

PROCEDURE: A closed traverse was run around the exterior of the
            section. Closure was one part in 30,000 before angle adjustment.
            An additional closed traverse was run through the northwest 1/4 of
            the section for control to set the corners required. The section
            was subdivided as shown on the plat with monuments established as
            shown.

The west center 1/16 corner as set by Record Survey 224 was found
            to be N 28° 32' 13" W -- 0.54 feet from the correct position. The
            corner has been in place for 23 years and the .54 foot difference
            is within the precision required at the time it was set.
            Therefore, its position was used for further subdivision of the
            northwest one quarter.
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